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Hi there! Welcome to my educational
porfolio. My name is Jessalyn Shwaga. I
am a third/fourth year student at the

University of Regina currently enrolled in
the Faculty of Education. I am focusing my

studies on years pre k to 5., although I
love and am willing to teach all grades. I

am in my fourth year of university
because I took a year to complete the

French as a Second Language Certificate
program which I finished in the spring of
2020. À cause du certificat et beaucoup

de travail, je suis bilingue!
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I grew up in a small farming community called Vanguard which is
located about 45 minutes South East of Swift Current. I went to

Vanguard School where my dad was a principal and my mom was a
grade 5/6 teacher. In grade 11 and 12, I was able to attend Athol

Murray College of Notre Dame to play hockey. 
During my summers and I am interpreter at Buffalo Pound

Provincial Park and I have been lucky enough to do so for the
length of my degree. As an interpreter I am charge of sharing

knowledge of the park to the general public as well as to school
groups. It is a perfect job as it combines my love for the outdoors

with my passion for education. 

Introduction
Who is Jessalyn? 



I believe that as an educator it is my responsibility to
give the best possible educational experience to my

students. I believe that education should be equitable,
culturally responsive, fun, and easily accessible to

everyone. My teaching philosophy is structured through
the lens of a culturally responsive pedagogy as opposed
to simply "including it", as I have learned that "to include
is not necessarily to be inclusive." (Graham, L., & Slee, R,

2008, p. 278), by framing my practice in cultural
responsiveness, I hope to overcome this myth. 
I want everyone to be given the tools needed to

succeed in life no matter what their goals or future
plans are. I also believe that school should be a safe

zone for all students, regardless of what is going on in
their life, they should feel safe at school. I also believe

that school is the place where we change the world, we
should educate our children to the greatest extent

possible in our short time with them because they are
the future of the world. If we educate well, these

students could be and will be the ones who improve
the world. In my pre-internship, my cooperating teacher
said something that has stayed with me all this time and

I always think back on it now: "people always say 'kids
these days!' as if it is a bad thing, but I say 'no, kids

these days. You have no idea how safe our future is
because of kids these days.'" 

Philosophy of Education 



I believe that formative assessment is something that is
happening constantly, whether it be intentional or done so
unintentionally. Therefore, we must be mindful of our
inherent biases that might affect these assessments. For me,
this means that as an educator I must ensure that our
formative assessments are taking into consideration and
respond to the needs of the child, after all, teachers play a
large role in the processes that structure educational
opportunities for minority students. (Youdell, D. 2003, p. 5)

Philosophy of Assessment

Formative Assessment

A large portion of my philosophy of assessment
stems from what I have observed in the field,

specifically, in my three-week pre-internship block. 

Summative Assessment
My philosophy of assessment from the summative point of view is that
assessment must be balanced, meaning diverse, creative, and variable
to all students and their unique learning styles. This again relates back
to my philosophy of education through a foundation of equity not
equality and a culturally responsive framework as opposed to
culturally responsive integration. Equal in terms of summative
assessment would be always giving out the same methods of
assessment and not factoring in differentiating learning styles. Equity
is taking into consideration those different backgrounds, worldviews,
statuses, etc. and creating diverse methods of summative assessment
that cater to the individual needs of my students. 





Accomplishments

Completed French as a Second Language Certificate
Program with a graduating GPA of 81.9% - 2020
Dean's Honour List Standing for the following
semesters:  

Winter 2019
Fall 2020 
Winter 2021

Current undergraduate program grade point
average of 83.66%
Centennial Merit Scholarship - 2017
Promoted to Head Park Interpreter at the
Government of Saskatchewan - 2021
Scheduled to complete B.E.d in winter of 2021
(completed in 3.5 years)
Campaign Manager and pace car driver for Greg's
Walk for Huntington Disease which raised over
$20,000 for the Huntington Society of Canada and
HD related research

 

 



Below are some reflections that I completed after my pre-internship 3-week block.
Disclaimer: in these reflections, I challenged myself to reflect upon the experience in

four realms: the learner, the teacher, the subject matter, and the milieu.

Reflections

The Learner 
Omitting the name of my school for my 3-week block I can disclose the cultural and socio-

demographic of the surrounding community. Within my school, there is about a 25% Indigenous
population, a 35% EAL students (new immigrants/refugees) and the remaining being Caucasian

families. The socio-demographics of the community within which the school is located is low income
or working class. There is a lot of low-income housing and single-parent families. At first, I was

worried about this as I grew up in an area that was mostly middle class and then I moved to a school
where the parents of my friends were even higher than that in the upper class so I knew I had little
to no experience with people in the situations that my students are in, but, beginning my very first

day I knew that everything was going to be all right. My cooperating teacher described her students
as “her heroes” because despite everything they go through on a daily basis they still show up to

school and choose to be their best selves which I later discovered to be absolutely true. Kids these
days (at least in my classroom) are truly remarkable and I have so much hope for the next

generation after being in that classroom with those beautiful people.
 

In terms of their previous knowledge and how it relates to the curriculum, I was very blessed to have
a diverse classroom of students who were very open to learning. One student in particular, who was

Indigenous, really helped me integrate some treaty knowledge into my lessons. I introduced Cree
words and he was able to help me pronounce them and he also always had amazing things to add
when I taught other Indigenous concepts like the medicine wheel and interconnectedness. At first, I
felt embarrassed to teach these concepts in front of what I deemed an expert (even though he is in

grade 4) and I was worried I would get something wrong and make him or the other Indigenous
students upset but that was not the case at all. Every time I integrated Indigenous knowledge I could

see their eyes light up in pure happiness. I found myself amazed by some of the things they knew
and were able to retain. Sometimes I would ask a question thinking that no one would have the

answer to it, yet, someone always seemed to know something which was quite amazing. 
The most important thing I learned about learners is that every single one is DIFFERENT. We discuss
this lot in our courses but I never knew the extent of it. Some students are great in math but weaker

in literacy, some are great in literacy but weaker in math. Some students absorb information
overnight and come back better the next day, while others lose things overnight and need a total

review. Some students who typically struggle grasp a random difficult concept with ease, meanwhile
your “top” students will struggle to grasp something you would typically deem as easy. It is truly a

mystery and all you can do is adapt on the fly.
 

In this practicum, I also learned a lot about myself as a learner. I often had to re-teach myself things
that I had learned when I was their age but had long forgotten (my producers and consumers lesson
in science for example). So not only was I planning lessons for them but I was also learning from the

lessons I was creating. At first, this discouraged me because I felt like I wasn’t cut out for this if I
didn’t even know the content myself but as time went on it was actually really fun to learn and teach

at the same time.



The Teacher 
 

I like to think that as a pre-intern teacher I had a decent amount of strengths. I worked really
hard to ensure I was always prepared and that I learned about my student’s backgrounds so
that I could approach each of them uniquely in a way that would be most effective for them.

Some weaknesses I believe I have are related to time management. My lesson plans routinely
went over in time and we would get through half of what I had planned for the day. This had
nothing to do with the students as they behaved perfectly and everything to do with my over-
planning. I think in university we get carried away making these extremely long lesson plans

because we get poor marks if the lesson doesn’t look long enough or doesn’t contain what the
professor deems as “enough” but in reality, you have time to get through 1 or 2 things per

lesson, not 3-5 like we are expected to do in lesson plans for a university class. I also learned
that less is 100% more. I taught way better when my lesson plans were a general outline

instead of a direct script of what to say. It’s best to just use your teacher instincts and go with
the flow of the conversation instead of trying to follow this rigid lesson plan.

 
One thing that surprised me was the level of attachment I developed for my students. I did not,
in any way, shape or form, think that I would become so attached to these tiny humans in three

weeks. In the grand scheme of things 3 weeks is barely any time at all, yet, it felt like I had
known these students for years. On the last day, I cried so hard I didn’t think I would ever stop.

 
Another important thing I learned is the importance of having a community. Without my pre-

intern partner I would have felt so alone but having him right there beside me in the same boat
helped so much even if he was just there to talk to things about. My cooperating teacher also

mentioned that with COVID-19 things have been especially hard for her because she hasn’t had
much contact with other staff members, so I can only imagine what she has had to go through

in the last year not having someone as we did. My pre-intern partner and I discussed how
teaching should be a partner thing. There is more than enough work in one classroom for two

teachers, so we thought it would be so cool if one day in the future teaching was something
that was done in pairs but you still had the option to do it alone if you should choose. I truly
believe a 2 teacher classroom would be so beneficial for both the students and the teachers.

Maybe there would be less teacher burnout as well (and more jobs too!).
 

Most importantly, I learned that it is plausible for me to do this. Before pre-internship, I was
beginning to doubt all of that. I felt like a fraud and that as soon as I was in the classroom I was

going to screw up their futures by not teaching them good enough, but, pre-internship has
shown me that I care way too much to allow that to happen. I will run myself to the ground

ensuring that those students get the best possible education from me and it would be totally
worth it. I actually reached out to my own grade 4 teachers for advice before I started pre-

internship and she said something that really helped me prepare for this experience. What she
said was: “they learn in spite of us”. Hearing this really helped me feel some relief because she
went on to explain that at this age their brains are growing and developing and that they are

going to learn anyway even if you don’t do the “best” job. Obviously, she was not saying in any
way to not try your best, but she meant it in a way that was like as long as you’re trying your

best they WILL learn, which was so relieving



The Subject Matter 
 

Science was actually the main subject I took over for these 3 weeks so I learned a lot about the grade
4 Science curriculum. The main takeaway I learned is that the science curriculum has a lot of

opportunity for making cross-curricular connections, there are many many ways to bring in other
subjects while teaching science. For example, I did a food chain game outside which was a Phys Ed
connection, we also talked a lot about Indigenous concepts in science which helped with Treaty Ed
and outdoor Ed outcomes, literacy was fairly easy to integrate because we did research projects on

animals which involved writing, we also brought in Arts Ed. by drawing food chains.
 

Another important thing I learned in terms of subject matter is that it takes a lot longer to get through
than you think it does. You have to spend a lot more than one lesson on some concepts and an

outcome takes a lot more than one class period to achieve. Basically, I learned that I have to slow
down my lessons and that you have to give their brains time to absorb the information.

 
Finally, in terms of culturally responsive pedagogy, I learned that there is virtually no excuse not to be
culturally responsive, and as someone with very little teaching experience, I can confidently say that

because even with that limited experience I was able to include culturally diverse lessons and
respond to a variety of needs. I tried my best to understand the role of culture in my classroom by

learning about my students' cultures and communities and then using them as a foundation for
learning by designing and delivering my lessons based on my findings (Cheesman, E., & De Pry, R.,

2010). Many people believe that it is difficult to be culturally responsive in subjects like math or
science because the curriculum is "strict" and "specific", and although these notions may have some

truth to them the excuse that people cannot structure these with social justice and culturally
responsive frameworks is simply that: an excuse.  

The Milieu 
 

The atmosphere of the classroom was like something I have never experienced before, it was like it
was just us in the classroom against the rest of the world. We were a true family. Because of COVID-
19 the classroom is very contained in the sense that we were always together. Our recess time was

limited to only our classroom so no students were running off the hangout with their older or
younger friends from different grades. There was no bullying for rude behaviour from one student to

the next because there was no escape so creating drama would only cause problems. Like I
mentioned before, this class was full of the most genuinely nice human beings I have ever met in my

life and they have restored my faith in the next generation.
 

In terms of dealing with social justice ideals, my classroom and the students were pros at it. Social
justice is something that the students were completely on board with even though they were only
grade 4s. We had very difficult but necessary conversations, for example, we had a long discussion

with an elder about racism and the current events surrounding Dr Suess and the anti-Asian hate that
is happening all around the world. We also talked about slavery, residential schools, and

environmental justice among other things. I was shocked at how amazingly capable the children were
in absorbing these topics. All of the students were very passionate about these topics and passionate

about fighting against injustice. The school and the classroom were so inclusive and it was very
refreshing to see.



Professional Development
Experiences

ECS 100 - Winter 2018 
In my very first year of university I was placed at W.S. Hawrylak
School once per week (every Monday). The classrooms I observed
were a kindergarten and kindergarten/grade 1 split with teachers
who co-taught in both of these classrooms. I completed this
placement with another student. 

ELNG 200 - Fall 2018
In my second year of university, I was placed at Awasis Daycare on
the U of R Campus. I was placed in the pre-kindergarten
classroom so the children were anywhere from 4-5 years old. This
placement was focused on the language acquisition of young
children. This placement was a total of 10 hours. 

ECE 325 - Winter 2019
Also in my second year, I completed a semester-long placement
at The Regina Early Learning Centre in the Cathedral area. In this
placement, I focused on creating running records of a specific
child. The age groups I observed were 3 and 4 year olds. 

FRLS 318 - Stage (Internship) Winter 2020 
In the winter semester of my French certificate, I completed a mini
week-long internship in a Francophone school: Du Parc École
Francophone. In this internship I observed and interacted with
students from grade 1 to grade 6. 



In the winter semester of 2021, I completed my pre-internship
field experience. This pre-internship experience was 3 full weeks
of working in the classroom. The school I was placed at was Judge
Bryant School in the Glencairn area of Regina. I was paired with
the most amazing cooperating teacher who taught me so much
about the profession that I did not know. The main subjects I took
over were Science, Math, ELA, and Health, 

In the summers when I am not in school I work as an interpreter
at Buffalo Pound Provincial Park. As an interpreter, I am tasked
with running public and school education programs throughout
the spring and summer months.  Many of these programs meet
curriculum outcomes, so much in fact, that it feels like I have my
own outdoor education classroom. We lead programs with
themes like nature conservation, water programs, park history,
Canadian history, and survival skills. 

In the fall I will be completing my four-month internship at
Pense School in Pense Saskatchewan in a grade 7/8 classroom.
I am very excited to see what this has in store for me! 

Pre-Internship - Winter 2021

Internship - Coming Soon!

Interpretation  -  2019 to Present



Despite being elementary focused and not
having declared a major or minor, I have

found myself with a keen interest in
outdoor education. My favourite activities
are canoeing/kayaking, hiking, mountain

biking, and survival programs. I have been
lucky enough to practice these skills during

my summer employment. I love outdoor
ed. because it allows for me to connect

with the land and expand my knowledge in
Indigenous ways of knowing. The spirit of

Truth and Reconciliation is at the forefront
of my culturally responsive pedagogy.  

After completing French 10, 20, and 30 in
highschool I felt drawn to the idea of learning

a new language. Being bilingual suddenly
became a professional goal of mine. I heard
about this program from the director of it by
taking her French 101 course. I decided to

take a year away from education to complete
this degree so I would be able to do my

remaining internships in French classrooms.
After completing the French certificate

program I knew that French is a subject that I
one day want to teach. 

Professional Interests
& Areas of Expertise

Outdoor Education

Leading a school
group in some

navigation using
old school GPS
and a compass

French 

My French certificate peers and I at the Festival du
Voyageur in Winnipeg (French Festival)



SAMPLE RESUME
 



SAMPLE RESUME
 



SAMPLE RESUME
 



SAMPLE RESUME
 

 

IMPORTANT: This is a sample resume containing sensitive
and privileged information. Do not copy or distribute.
Note: Blank fields will be completed upon actual job

application when more information is provided.  



Assessments
In this section, I will provide a few examples of assessments I did with my

classroom in pre-internship. Please note that due to student confidentiality, I
was not allowed to keep any student exemplars, as well as the teacher needed

to keep them for her records, however, I will explain the results I saw to
demonstrate my assessment and to provide context.

Sample Assessment #1 - Summative
This was an assessment I did for my grade 4 students during my pre-internship. Their task was to pick an idiom that

they liked and then draw the literal meaning and then use it figuratively in a sentence. After they had completed their
poster, I had them do peer evaluations on each other's posters in the form of a gallery walk. They were assessed

on both their posters and how they completed their peer evaluations. In order to ensure culturally responsive
pedagogy, I showed the students everything they were being assessed on in advance and I asked them if there was

anything else that they wanted to add to the assessment. I ensured that there were no surprises and they knew what
was being assessed of them. Below is the rubric I used to assess their understanding of the task as well as the peer

evaluation forms that they were given.  



1. Title of idiom art piece I am evaluating: ____________________________
Artist’s name: _________________________________
Checklist: Put a check mark in the box if the artist completed the tasks. If you are
unsure, use the comments section to explain. 

 Artist drew a picture that shows the literal meaning of the idiom. 
 Artist used the idiom figuratively in a sentence and it makes sense. 

Comments (optional): Remember to be respectful and kind.

2. Title of idiom art piece I am evaluating: ____________________________
Artist’s name: _________________________________
Checklist: Put a check mark in the box if the artist completed the tasks. If you are
unsure, use the comments section to explain. 

 Artist drew a picture that shows the literal meaning of the idiom. 
 Artist used the idiom figuratively in a sentence and it makes sense. 

Comments (optional): Remember to be respectful and kind.

3. Title of idiom art piece I am evaluating: ____________________________
Artist’s name: _________________________________
Checklist: Put a check mark in the box if the artist completed the tasks. If you are
unsure, use the comments section to explain. 

 Artist drew a picture that shows the literal meaning of the idiom. 
 Artist used the idiom figuratively in a sentence and it makes sense. 

Comments (optional): Remember to be respectful and kind.

4. Title of idiom art piece I am evaluating: ____________________________
Artist’s name: _________________________________
Checklist: Put a check mark in the box if the artist completed the tasks. If you are
unsure, use the comments section to explain. 

 Artist drew a picture that shows the literal meaning of the idiom. 
 Artist used the idiom figuratively in a sentence and it makes sense. 

Comments (optional): Remember to be respectful and kind.

5. Title of idiom art piece I am evaluating: ____________________________
Artist’s name: _________________________________
Checklist: Put a check mark in the box if the artist completed the tasks. If you are
unsure, use the comments section to explain. 

 Artist drew a picture that shows the literal meaning of the idiom. 
 Artist used the idiom figuratively in a sentence and it makes sense. 

Comments (optional): Remember to be respectful and kind.

Peer Evaluation Form (For Student Use)



Sample Assessment #2 - Summative
The next sample is a science test that I finished off my grade 4 two week science unit within my pre-
internship. I was hesitant to give my students a test, especially as a pre-intern because I have heard
nothing but negative things about testing in my years as a pre-service teacher, however, my cooperating
teacher requested that I do one but she challenged me to make a test following a Universal Design for
Learning foundation. UDL is inspired by architectural designs in which right from the beginning are
meant to be accessed by all people, as opposed to adding modifications later on. In education, this
means ensuring that right from your lesson planning you are catering to all of your students regardless
of any exceptionalities (Hutchingson & Specht, 2020, p. 5). I took this a step further and applied UDL to
culturally responsive education. I ensured that this test had a variety of options: matching, true/false,
long and short answer, multiple-choice, diagram, labelling, as well as personal opinion answers. For my
students with IIP's, I highlighted certain questions for them to do, and for one of my students who
struggled with writing, I had an EA transcribe the test for them. All students performed well on this test
and one of our students who doesn't particularly enjoy school made a point of coming up to me after
and saying "Ms S that test was funnest test I have ever written!"   



I want to draw attention to this question on this test. Wahkohtowin is a Cree word that means we are all interconnected or
related. The students were familiar with this because we had read a book and practised saying the word. Wahkohtowin is a
very spiritual thing and I wanted the students to tell me what it meant to them personally. This question told me everything
I needed to know about their understanding of the concept. The answers I got from this were so incredibly insightful. One
of the students wrote "it means that we have to look out for our friends that can't look out for themselves." (referring to
plants and animals), another student wrote, "To me, it means that we all have to love each other like they are our own

family."  To me, this was a successful sign that I had taught a culturally relevant and responsive science unit which was my
goal. 





Sample Assessment #3 - Formative
Like many, if not all teachers, the majority of my assessments are formative assessments. Throughout my
pre-internship, I evaluated my students formatively on a daily basis. At the end of each day, I would check
over their workbooks, journals, etc. whatever we had been working on that day and I would then assess
them on a 1-4 scale. Beginning, Progressing, Meeting and Exceeding. Sometimes I would use the
corresponding numbers 1-4 so I could give partial points if that was needed. The students are very
familiar with this scale and know what B, P, M, E or 1, 2, 3, 4 means if you write it on their paper.  If we did
not do any physical work that I could see I would still do the formative assessment but I would assess
based on their responses during class time. My class was small enough that I was always aware of where
each student was at by the end of the period. 
In addition to the written formative feedback I would often assess the students orally, I would have them
show their thumbs up if they understood, halfway if they needed a bit more guidance, and then thumbs
down if they were totally lost and needed more help. I had them do this close to their body so no one
could see, I found that all of the students were honest in this way of assessment because they knew the
classroom was a judgement-free, safe zone. I also used checklists and other forms of assessment.
Below is an example of the scale I would fill out after each class for my records. 

Names omitted due to confidentiality



Reflection and Implications of Culturally
Responsive Literacy Regarding Assessment

 Utilizing a strength-based approach as opposed to a deficit-based approach to assessment.
Meaning looking at what the students strengths are and incorporating those into lesson planning so
that they can understand concepts in a way that makes sense to them.  I do this because as the way
our education is set up currently, certain students are more likely to succeed than others, and if an
assessment is done through a deficit approach it is not a true testament to what students are
capable of nor have learned: I found a quote that perfectly sums up this up: 

Throughout my assessments, I ensured that I was using an anti-oppressive and social justice framework.
Now that I have taken ERDG 425, a culturally responsive literacy course,  there are some things I would
change or add to my assessment practices. 

1.

"Assessment, if not done with equity in mind, privileges and validates certain types of learning and
evidence of learning over others, can hinder the validation of multiple means of demonstration, and
can reinforce within students the false notion that they do not belong in higher education."
(Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017, p. 5) 
 
2. Having students more involved with the assessment process, and by that, I mean every step of the
assessment process.  Although I have attempted to have students involved in their own assessments
through peer evaluations, they were not involved from the start, instead, I brought them in at the
end. One of the main ideas behind culturally relevant education is that it is student-centred,
meaning, the key is to focus on them including them from step one and building from their learned
experience (p. 9). Students need to have the choice and autonomy of their education. It is also crucial
that they can see their own ways of knowing in their assessments. 
"Assessment approaches and processes can help reinforce a sense of belonging or add to students’
belief that they do not belong because their learning or experiences are not deemed as valid or
important."  (p. 10) 
 
3. Reflection, reflection, and you guessed it: more reflection. Culturally responsive teachers are
constantly reflecting, examining, questioning and thinking critically about their lessons, classroom
routines, and their general teaching practices to ensure that they are being culturally responsive. I
will dedicate time after each assessment to evaluate whether or not that particular assessment was
culturally responsive within my classroom I still have much more to go in my journey to culturally
responsive assessments but reflections like these are a solid step in the right direction.
 
If you wish to see more sample assessments please visit my educational portfolio website:
https://jessalynsthoughts.wordpress.com/works/
 
 
"Assessment that overlooks issues of diversity and equity contributes to inequalities in
outcomes. The same can be said for assessment approaches that do not take into account
students’ culture." (p. 15) 

. 



Long Term Planning
Attached below are a concept map and a two-week unit plan from my pre-

internship. This unit plan has been adapted to be culturally responsive by using
a framework of Indigenous ways of knowing, something that was very valuable
to the students in this classroom in which this unit plan was implemented.  We

touched on Cree concepts, Indigenous ways of knowing, and colonization in
relation to Habitats and Communities. 





















The next long term plan is a three-week literacy unit plan I did with my partner Brittney.
We planned for this to be taught in a grade 4 classroom.  This unit is about exploring

identity and cultures and learning about oneself in the process. It is culturally
responsive as it has students learn about, understand, respect and celebrate cultural
diversity as well as it can be modified to meet the needs of any classroom. Note: This

unit plan is 21 pages long so I will be inserting two pages per one page of this portfolio
when possible. 





















While planning these units, my hopes were that each lesson within the unit would have a variety
of strategies that would reach a multitude of learners. I wanted students to be able to relate the

units to their personal backgrounds so I ensured that they included a variety of learning
methods and concepts. My overarching goal with unit planning is for it to be holistic and

balanced. This means that as a class we will go beyond the surface and we will examine the
"why" and the "how" of the concepts being taught as well as the curriculum and its contents. As a

culturally responsive educator, I want to help my students switch from external motivation (i.e.
superficial motivation similar to dangling carrot on a stick in front of a horse) to intrinsic

motivation that comes through learning what is relevant to them. Intrinsic motivation can
accommodate cultural differences (Wlodkowski, R. J., & Ginsberg, 1995). If you are interested in

viewing other long term plans that I have created please visit my blog:
https://jessalynsthoughts.wordpress.com/category/unit-plans/

Reflection and Implications of Culturally Responsive
Literacy Regarding Long Term Planning



Short Term Planning
Attached below are some sample lesson plans from my pre-internship as well as some of

my classes throughout my years in education. The first lesson plans are ones I did for
grade 4 science. In these lesson plans, we discussed a Cree concept called Wahkotowin

after reading a book by an Indigenous author called "We Are Water Protectors" that
discussed the effects of pipelines. Before that, we read a book called "Kon and the Circle

of Life" which discusses the interconnectedness of living things to preview Wahkohtowin.  

Lesson 4 of Science Unit







Lessons 5 and 6 Of Science Unit 













Next in my short term plans is a lesson plan I did for grade 4 PE that is culturally responsive.
In this PE lesson plan, I integrated Indigenous knowledge and traditions. The beautiful part

about this lesson plan is that it can be adapted to suit the needs of your classroom. For
example say, you had a lot of students who were from Asia you could choose games that

originate in their country. This way students feel themselves and their culture represented in
their classroom. I truly think that this is a strong lesson that would go over well in a

classroom. I planned this in one of my university classes so I have not had the chance to try it
but I have played the games in some of my interpretation experience and they went over very

well. 









In terms of these short term lesson plans, I can confidently say that I
believe they are culturally responsive. Many educators will make the
excuse that there is no room for culturally responsive pedagogy in

subjects like science or physical education, yet, I have proved by these
lesson plans there in fact is plenty. I believe the reason that so many

teachers struggle to create culturally responsive lesson plans is that they
are not looking at it through the lens of CRP. Instead, they are trying to

insert culture into education when in reality education needs to be
inserted into culture. (Ladson-Billings, 1995, p. 159). I think that is why I

was successful in creating these lesson plans because I do not see
cultural diversity as a barrier, it is an opportunity. I think teachers should

jump at the opportunity to expand the curriculum in diverse ways. It
allows so much room for creativity and the possibilities for lesson plans

are endless. 
In a few of my reflections, I have mentioned that I believe that there is "no

excuse" when it comes to teaching social justice through an anti-
oppressive and culturally responsive framework and I stand by that

wholeheartedly. We want and we need our students to be critical thinkers
as opposed to just taking everything they are told as true. Not questioning

the "standard" or the "norm" is what contributes to injustice and
inequality in our society and how are we supposed to overcome that if

our students are not taught to think critically. Traditionally, in education,
the curriculum was treated as something that needed to be managed and
followed strictly, this implies that the curriculum is a universal truth for all
students (Bekisizwe, 2010). This, as we know, is simply not true. How could

it be? How is a curriculum created in a Europeanized education system
the universal truth for all of our students. This is why our education

system privileges and favours certain students for whom the curriculum is
the truth but oppresses others for whom it is not. Education is not a

neutral phenomenon and it never has been. Circling back, this is why it is
so important to include a culturally responsive pedagogy in your

classroom where human experience is valued as knowledge. 

Reflection and Implications of Culturally Responsive
Literacy Regarding Short Term Planning



Extra-Curricular Activities,
Interests, and Hobbies

 

Throughout my life, I have played and still am active
in several sport and athletics. I played competitive

hockey until I was 18 years old and I still play
recreational hockey during the winter. I was also

competitive in volleyball and I still play recreationally
as well in the fall.

 

I also love to pick up new hobbies and
sports. During my second year of university,

I joined the University of Regina Rowing
team and I completed a varsity season. The

team was lost unfortunately due to the
pandemic, however, I still enjoy rowing

occasionally.  
I am also an active member of the fitness
community and I go to the gym 5 days out

of the week. A new sport I have picked up is
pole fitness (yes it is a sport!). It really is an
empowering feminist sport and I believe

everyone should try something out of their
comfort zone in their life. 

I have always had a passion for all things
athletics, I plan on coaching at least one
sport consistently every year, preferably
volleyball or track and field as they were

my favourite school sports but I also
participated in cross-country and

badminton so I would be willing to help out
with those as well.



Outside of organized sport,
most of my hobbies take place
outdoors. My current outdoor

hobbies include archery,
running, mountain biking,

hiking, fishing,
canoeing/kayaking, hunting,
swimming, and geocaching. 

A new hobby that I recently got into is
beekeeping. Yes, you red that correctly,

beekeeping! In February of 2020 I
purchased 3 acres of land near my home
town. I brainstormed what to do with it
and I landed on beekeeping. So in the

following spring I was given a colony of
bees by a neighbour who was looking to

get out of the business. The following
spring I added three more colonies. The

beautiful thing about beekeeping is that it
coincides perfectly with the teaching

season (starts up in the spring as school is
winding down and winds down in the fall
when school is starting up). It is also very

educational and can link to many curricular
outcomes, including environmental justice

themes. 

Despite most of my life revolving around activity I am also interested in other extra-curricular
activities. In high school I was the treasurer and secretary for the Student Representative

Council and I was also on the year book committee for a few years. I had a role in every drama
production our school put on and I was also in band for a number of years as a flute player and

I took piano lessons for a number of years. Although I no longer play the flute or piano, I am
self-taught in guitar and know a few basic chords and I can play a bit on a recorder. 

Of course I am more than willing to help out with any of these activities at any school I end up
teaching at. I have  often been described as a "jack of all trades" by many people who know me

so I plan on putting all these skills to use in my teaching career. 



Sociocultural consciousness - understanding that one’s way of thinking,
behaving, and being is influenced by race, ethnicity, social class, and language.
Affirming attitude towards students of diverse backgrounds
Commitment and skills to act as agents of change - confront barriers to change,
develop skills for collaboration and dealing with chaos
Constructivist views of learning - promotes critical thinking, problem solving,
collaboration, and the recognition of multiple perspectives
Learning about students’ past experiences, home and community culture, and
world both in and out of school - builds relationships and increases teachers’
use of these experiences in the context of teaching and learning
Culturally responsive teaching strategies - support the constructivist view 

Have students refer to me by my first name. I am aware of how unusual this is. I
want to do this for three reasons: 1. Calling a teacher by their last name is a
European practice so by having my students call me by first name I am
decolonizing my classroom.   2. This will help my students feel more comfortable
and likely to approach me, it will foster our relationship. 3. It helps to create
equality in the classroom. 
Involving students in the creation of assessments as well as their learning
environment (i.e. classroom arrangement, seating plans, decorations, etc.)
Communicate effectively with parents/guardians to learn more about the
student and their identity. Have parents come in to speak to the class if possible. 
Do my homework. When a student joins my class I will take it upon myself to
learn about their culture, language, and interests 
Use students' real names not their "English" names. One's name is part of their
identity which is tied deeply nto ones culture.

There are a few strategies that I want to implement in my classroom that will
embody what I have learned about culturally responsive pedagogy . These are based
off of Kea, Campbell-Whatley, & Richards "6 Characteristics of Culturally Responsive
Teachers": 

(Kea, C., Campbell-Whatley, G. D., & Richards, H. V., 2006)

Strategies: 

Note: This list is by no means exhaustive, these are just some of the strategies I
believe are important to include and that I want to work on.    

Culturally Responsive
Strategies



Transcripts
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The End 
"With this 'type' of education, I want

students to feel an obligation, close a
gap, chip away at these oppressive

boundaries that continue to separate
humanity, to create a sense of urgency,

and to create a social awareness.
Teachers have a responsibility to create
a 'voice' to speak against oppression, to

provide students with an opportunity
for awareness, for growth, for

interruption, and for togetherness. 
When we know better, we can do

better. 
It starts with the teacher . . ." 

(Baudu, 2021)
 


